The properties of a network are determined from the location of the zeros of the network matrix and its minors; the exact determination of these zeros often involves the solution of a high order equation. In many applications, e.g. in questions of stability, one is interested not in the exact determination of these zeros but in their exclusion from certain parts of the plane. In this note, limits will be given on the location of the roots of the matrix of a network consisting of two kinds of elements.
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The matrix of a network containing active sources and only two kinds of elements is given by auZ + 6" , a12z + bl2 ,
where
In this matrix, z = p for the R-L and R-C case, z = p2 for the L-C case. We introduce the constants1: Rk = £' I akr I, Pk = Z' I bkr I, I «r 'I < 1, r = l,2(7)
Dividing the feth equation of (6) by wk and solving for z{ we obtain bth + 23' bkrtr -Zi = ~ I .
• (8) a>kk + 2-1 a*r tr Therefore [see (2) and (7)] bkk -Pk < | | < bkk Pk
Ikk 4" Rk Q*kk Rk | arg (-2.) | < 0* + <pk.
The relations (9) are true for some k, hence (5) 
e k<\, <Pk < \-These conditions can readily be verified for a given matrix; one thus establishes simple sufficient conditions for the negativeness of the real part of the zeros of M(z), which is useful information in network analysis. Suppose that a network contains R-C elements, control sources and feedback, depending on a parameter k. The matrix of such a network is given by (1) and the system is stable if the real part of its zeros is negative. To determine the values of k for which this is true, it would be necessary to find the zeros of the determinant in terms of k; this is not easy. The above discussion offers a simple method of establishing sufficient conditions on k, for the stability of the system; clearly beyond these limits the system is not necessarily unstable.
